Agape beloved, Look at this fact, From
scientific discoveries in The New
Information Age and from false Bible
translations are causing multiplied thousands
of the most conservative of the holy people
of God to fall away. From false Bible
translations, multiplied thousands of church
doors are being closed forever from new
proven scientific discoveries that should
instead be proving with awesome power the
Bible is from God. Our modern
astrophysicists and other sciences are in
awesome discoveries found only in the
natural occurring time mode, they are
actually proving to make the greatest and
awesome convincing written power from
God that should convince us that the Bible is
from God (but only when the Bible is
correctly translated in the Natural Time
Mode). See in The Ekklesia Bible translation.
Psalms {90:4} For thousands of years [to
man but], in your sight, [the thousands of
years] are but as [a] yesterday [to you] when
it is past, And [our thousands of years to

man, is to you only] a [three hour] watch in
the night. {Amplifying in brackets is mine.]
2Petros {3:8} But forget not this one thing,
agape beloved, that [the eye measure of] one
day is with the Lord as thousands of years [in
the eye measure of man], and the [eye
measure of] thousands of years [for the eye of
man] as [the eye measure of only] one day [in
the eye of the Lord]. [Translation note -All
Bible Time and every set time event is to be
measured only with the eye as natural
occurring time and all Bible time and every
set time event of God that is written in the
Bible is never measured artificially with a
clock from midnight.]
Here is the warning that the Bible Set times
of God will be mistranslated by the edict of a
wicked ruler so he can deceive the holy
people of God in the everlasting kingdom of
God. In history this wicked ruler will first
stop the warfare of the Ekklesia of Christ so
he can start the first passive “Catholic

Church” ever to exist on planet earth. Daniel
{7:25} And he [the eleventh horn] shall speak
[blasphemous] words against the Most High,
and [blasphemous words] shall deceive the
Holy People of the Most High [God]; and he
shall think [he can] change the set times [to
worship] and [change] the laws [of the most
high God]; and they [the deceived Holy
People] shall be given into his hand [of the
wicked ruler] until a time and times and the
dividing [of the Holy People of God] for a
time.
Does your false Bible mistranslate in the
religious calendar of pagans that your Christ
will resurrect at the rising of the sun god on
Sunday or on the first day of the week of the
seven pagan sky gods? Agape.

